Abstract:

The National Library Board of Singapore (NLB) has created thousands of authorised local names over the past 10 years for indexing of its resources. These names of entities comprise people, organisations and places and include their variant forms such as aliases and previous or successive forms. The names also contain further information about the entity, such as the achievements of a person, latitude and longitude of a place or the founding year of an organisation. NLB ensures trustworthiness of the data through authoritative research and by cross-checking content gleaned from crowdsourced knowledge bases such as Wikipedia. Data authenticity and transparency are maintained through policy guidelines governing acceptable sources of data and provenance of the data sourced. These include data from Singapore’s cultural institutions (Galleries, Libraries, Archives & Museums) which are aggregated to enable seamless searching on NLB’s single-search platform, OneSearch.

These names are published in Singapore’s four official languages on international registries such as the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF). We also intend to open up these names to other Singapore government agencies through the NLB Name Authorities platform. In making the name authority records available locally and overseas, indexing of content resources can be improved through the consistency of names used and the context provided with the information in each name record. As a knowledge base of local entities, the information is used as a data dictionary in NLB’s named-entity recognition that supports automatic indexing and is displayed in a knowledge panel on OneSearch when people search for these entities.
In this paper, we will share our experience in building NLB’s knowledge organisation system’s (KOS) knowledge base of Singaporean and Southeast Asian names to meet the paradoxical challenge of facilitating timely, relevant and trustworthy information in an increasingly amorphous digital world.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

We live in a paradoxical digital age where the greater the access to information that we have, the harder it is for us to distinguish fact from fiction and untruths. Many experts identified the breakdown of trusted information sources as one of the “grand challenges we face in the 21st century” as reported in a BBC Future Now interview in early 2017.¹ Misinformation and fake news have become such overwhelming concerns that “post-truth” is unsurprisingly chosen as the Oxford Dictionaries’ Word of the Year in 2016.²

To counteract this proliferation of selective promotion and filtering of information online, libraries can support the United Nations 2030 agenda of providing access and opportunity for all by not just providing equitable access to information, but by validating information and promoting reliable, verified content.³

To this end, the National Library Board of Singapore (NLB) has established a rigorous process to ensure data authenticity and trustworthiness for its range of controlled vocabularies, taxonomies and authorised name headings as its Knowledge Organisation System (KOS).

2. **SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF NLB’s KOS**

While Library of Congress Name Authorities (LCNA, see [https://authorities.loc.gov](https://authorities.loc.gov)) are used as the de facto standard for libraries in the English-speaking world, there exist gaps where Singapore and Southeast Asian entities are more commonly known by another name in the local context (e.g. use of dialect name instead of the hanyu pinyin name for ethnic Chinese persons) and some entities are not prominent enough or possess sufficient literary warrant to be established in international vocabularies like LCNA. Based on the ANSI/NISO Z39.19 guidelines, NLB’s KOS fills this gap through its development and maintenance of user-centric, Singapore-centric and Southeast Asian-centric name authorities.

Originally created as a project between September 2007 to 2010, KOS is a set of multilingual controlled vocabularies originally developed to describe NLB’s digital content. It comprised of a conceptual base, a subject taxonomy and 18 descriptive vocabularies with facets in

---


Singapore’s four official languages – English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil. It holds intra-vocabulary and inter-vocabulary relationship mappings of entities, such as people, organisations and places (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: KOS vocabularies in its knowledge base](image)

KOS aims to uphold consistency and accuracy in description and indexing to facilitate user discovery of library resources and improving access to NLB’s online collections. It also forms the base of NLB’s earliest efforts in creating Linked Data to improve discoverability of its resources. The outcomes delivered serve to meet the following NLB’s strategic objectives:

- Excellence in Singapore and Regional Content
- Digital Library Anytime, Anywhere
- Next Generation Libraries

Over time, KOS has expanded its role from describing NLB’s resources to include those of partner collections, which are made accessible through NLB’s aggregated search platform, OneSearch (search.nlb.gov.sg). NLB’s partners include cultural heritage institutions such as the National Archives of Singapore (NAS), the National Heritage Board (NHB) and the National Gallery of Singapore (NGS). This richness of content from Singapore’s cultural heritage sector allows NLB to provide a wide range of resources and a more informative user experience on the Internet.
Singapore’s well-known multi-disciplinary artist Tan Swie Hian is one example of a local name created. Established as “Chen, Ruixian, 1943-” in LCNA, he is known in Singapore by his popular local name “Tan, Swie Hian” (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Singapore artist Chen Ruixian is established by his commonly known dialect name Tan Swie Hian

As a KOS name, this form of his name is used to index and aggregate various records from NLB microsites, NGS library, NAS archives and NHB museums in Singapore. The resulting collection retrieved comprise of books, magazine, newspaper and indexed articles, audio-visual materials, images such as photographs, drawings, stamps, paintings and posters, and archival records such as manuscripts and speeches (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Aggregated resources indexed using KOS name of “Tan, Swie Hian” in NLB’s OneSearch platform
3. **HOW KOS BUILDS TRUSTED CONTENT**

To disambiguate between entities, improve accuracy of search results and facilitate discovery of contextually-linked resources on the semantic web, attributes or properties are researched and included as part of the description of the entity in KOS’ name authority records. Biographical attributes of a person include a descriptive summary, birth and death dates, parents, spouse(s), children, awards, achievements, education, nationality and occupation, affiliations, corresponding Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) from international registries like VIAF (Virtual International Authority File) and DBpedia, image links to NLB-copyrighted photographs of the entity and sources for the content (see Figure 4). These name authority records reside in KOS’s knowledge base and vocabulary management system called the Thesaurus and Taxonomy Editor (TTE).

![Figure 4: Biographical attributes of a person in Thesaurus and Taxonomy Editor (TTE)](image)

Corporate attributes of an organisation include a descriptive summary, address, country, founder, founding year, parent organisation, awards, corresponding URIs from international registries like VIAF and DBpedia, image links to NLB-copyrighted photographs of the entity and sources for the content (see Figure 5).

![Figure 5: Corporate attributes of an organisation in TTE](image)
Geographical attributes of a place include a descriptive summary, country, longitude and latitude, feature class, feature code and feature type, corresponding URIs from international registries like VIAF, DBpedia and GeoNames, image links to NLB-copyrighted photographs of the entity and sources for the content (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Geographical attributes of a place in TTE

With the rise of misinformation and disinformation, the team of NLB librarians responsible for KOS exercises due diligence and vigilance when creating local name authority records. A rigorous process of cross-validating reference sources is used to ensure the name creation of entities are unique, consistent and unambiguous. Attributes or properties of the entity are evaluated and created, relationships between entities added and variant forms of name in the four official languages of Singapore are created. Each name has its own form in English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil so that they can be used to describe resources created in these languages. Variant forms or name variations include equivalent names in different languages and aliases or pseudonyms for person entities. In order to create a comprehensive name authority record, organisational names include previous or successive forms of name as entities change their identity or their name in the course of its existence.

To achieve such rigour and in order to build authoritativeness as a single source of truth, trained librarians meticulously search through a multitude of print and online resources and factually check all information received or retrieved, especially those gleaned from crowdsourced knowledge bases such as Wikipedia. To preserve data authenticity and transparency in TTE, a standard list of authoritative print and online resources is used and maintained. Only resources acknowledged as authoritative and which have integrity and authenticity are accepted for use.

To enhance data trustworthiness, the team adheres to policy guidelines stipulating acceptable sources of data. These include publications such as “Singapore: The Encyclopedia”, “Who’s Who in Singapore”, the country’s official newspapers in the four languages and online resources such as websites of government agencies and authoritative domains ending with .gov and .edu. The inclusion of attributes such as Description attribute to describe the entity and Source attribute to capture the provenance in TTE (as highlighted in Figure 7) are made mandatory. When partners submit their resources for aggregation in TTE, they have to submit data provenance, such as database and webpage of the entity. With these measures, KOS plays
an active role to combat the misinformation epidemic and entrench itself as an authoritative source of trusted information.\textsuperscript{4}
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\caption{Data provenance is captured in KOS name authority record in TTE}
\end{figure}

4. KOS AS A KNOWLEDGE BASE

As more and more entities as well as their descriptive information and relationships between entities and classes continue to be added over the years, they begin to form a knowledge base for NLB. A knowledge base provides structured data for powering knowledge discovery by means of semantics or meaning and context. The knowledge base forms the basis for semantic knowledge discovery and is a repository of information upon which the discovery functions of searching, browsing, display and access can be enhanced.

Besides names, controlled vocabularies are also created for resource description needs. These controlled vocabularies include material types, collection names and subject topics which are needed to describe resources found in the collection, whether it is NLB’s own collection or its partner collections made accessible through its search portal, OneSearch.

As it grew into a knowledge base, a need for comprehensiveness of coverage was instituted. Instead of progressing based on the needs of resource description alone, an effort was made to comb known areas of activities in the country that are perceived to be important for knowledge discovery. These include the identification of knowledge domains and the listing of classes of

entities within these domains such as writers, politicians, sports personalities, schools and educational institutions. KOS becomes important not only in indexing but also to complement knowledge discovery where contextual information is provided about the entities. This goes beyond the creation of names as access points in describing a resource.

An example of such a contextual service using KOS as a knowledge base is the Knowledge Panel, introduced on NLB’s search portal OneSearch in 2017. A user searching for an entity such as “Lee Kuan Yew” will be presented with information about him in a Knowledge Panel together with the search results retrieved from the collection, which also includes partners’ collections (see Figure 8).

![Figure 8: OneSearch’s Knowledge Panel featuring KOS name authority record from a search for “Lee Kuan Yew”.](image)

Data for the Knowledge Panel is retrieved from NLB’s triplestore where KOS name entities and their attributes have been transformed into Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples.

5. NAMES CREATION

NLB’s policy for name creation stipulates that the names should describe Singapore and Southeast Asian-related library and archives information resources whether for public access or for digital preservation and dark archives. Local names created should be significant to Singapore’s political, economic, social, cultural or historical context. Names of personalities, organisations, monuments and landmarks are some examples. In addition, factors like authoritativeness, potential research value, topicality or interest as an innovative or outstanding example in Singapore’s context are also criteria for inclusion.

All Singapore entity names that fit this scope of coverage will be created and maintained even if they are already available in international registries such as LCNA or VIAF. The purpose of doing so is to centralise information about the entity in KOS for ease of use and to ensure completeness in NLB’s knowledge base of local names.
In addition to creating entity names of people, organisations and places, KOS supports NLB’s digital services by creating a controlled list of collection names and a subject taxonomy that represents the National Library’s functions and collection coverage. These support the browsing and navigation of NLB’s microsites (e.g. Infopedia, NORA, BookSG, etc.) and faceted searching in OneSearch (see Figure 9).

![Image](image.png)

Figure 9: Taxonomy categories on NLB’s Infopedia and NORA microsites

6. DATA HARMONISATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

Combining metadata across agencies for cross-searching without some kind of name-matching or harmonisation will cause search results to be fragmented. This is because different agencies generally use different forms of a name for a single entity. KOS links the different forms of names, regardless of changes, the use of different languages or the existence of pseudonyms and aliases. When the National Archives of Singapore (NAS) became part of NLB in March 2013, names and vocabularies needed to be harmonised and they were merged, replaced or added. Through name reconciliation, an agreement was reached with NAS to determine the authorised and non-preferred forms.

While the library follows RDA standards (Resource Description and Access; RDA Steering Committee, 2010), this is not a priority for non-libraries. For example, the library norm of using inverted names where the surname precedes the personal name separated by a comma is not a practice for institutions like the museums or the archives. To accommodate such differences when sharing names, a field in TTE where “Display Names” can be entered was created, so these names can be used for display even if they are the non-preferred names.
There are many other challenges when standardised names are shared with other agencies. The following are examples of name creation practices which were reviewed as a result of the data harmonisation process:

i. **Combo Names – People and Organisations**
   Where multiple entities are combined to form combined names e.g. “Mr and Mrs Law Ah Teck” and “Barry G and Barbara J Smith”. As the best practice is to uniquely identify individual entities for specificity and granularity of description, such combo names were split into individual name authority records. This helps to improve precision in discovery and will also help to facilitate processes such as automatic indexing where individual names stand a better chance of being indexed when they become part of the data dictionary used in such processes.

   Similarly, the practice of combining two or more agencies together as one name authority record, which are then indexed as a single entity e.g. “Ministry of Health, Central Provident Fund Board” was reviewed and the two entities separated so that both can be used to index the document.

ii. **Anonymous Names**
   Due to confidentiality needs, the actual names of creators or contributors of certain resources were not assigned for some records. Instead, non-specific terms such as “Anonymous” was used in place of the actual names. However, such terms cannot be created in KOS as name authorities of people or organisations. As such, the indexing system’s “Authority Record” module was enhanced to enable staff to click “Yes” if they choose to have a name displayed as “Anonymous” (see Figure 10).

![Figure 10: How to accommodate confidentiality by assigning “Anonymous” as Display Name](image)
7. NLB’S NAME AUTHORITIES SHARED WITH WHOLE OF GOVERNMENT

From feedback received from its partners, the KOS team began to recognise that the local name authority records with their attributes, relationships and variations of names, specifically of People, Organisations, and Places, may be valuable and should be shared with other agencies in the Singapore government. As an example, one of our partners NHB, has found these names useful for their indexing and has been actively using these names for their resource description, while at the same time contributing more names to NLB’s database. Another agency has requested a download of KOS names as a data dictionary for their speech corpus.

By sharing these names, other government agencies save time and resources by not needing to create and maintain their own lists. In the long run, there is also potential to improve whole of government search results if consistent indexing using NLB’s name authorities is achieved across agencies.

NLB can provide leadership in the area of name creation standards and control with other agencies. It can share best practices and promote the use of standardised names. It can also potentially aggregate separate lists of names created by other agencies into a single source of reference. To this end, NLB has recently made its Name Authorities accessible for use by other government agencies (see Figure 11).

8. PUBLISHING OF NAMES IN VIAF

VIAF ([http://viaf.org/](http://viaf.org/)) is an international name authority registry hosted by OCLC which aims to place multiple name authority files (including people, organisations and places) under one roof, represented by a URI. The objective of VIAF is to increase the use of library authority files by matching and linking widely-used authority files and making that information available on the Web.
In our effort to expose Singapore names to the global community, we have published names of Singapore personalities, organisations, and places on VIAF. Names selected for VIAF publishing are usually of Singapore’s prominent or significant personalities, landmarks and monuments. Institutions of cultural, heritage & national importance are also included (see Figure 12 for examples).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Fire Station, Singapore</td>
<td>Kunalan, C. 1942-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caserne centrale de pompiers (Montréal, Québec)</td>
<td>Kunalan, C. (Canagasabai), 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balai Bomba Central (Singaporea)</td>
<td>Canagasabai Kunalan Singaporean sprinter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Examples of NLB Authorities published on VIAF

9. APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES SUPPORTED BY KOS

To tap on the KOS knowledge base, we developed a web service to allow consuming applications to query TTE database. This service queries all data elements including associations and variant forms such as “Display Name”.

Consuming applications such as OneSearch and websites such as NAS’ Archives Online will be able to call the web service to “expand and increase” a search so that relevant content will be retrieved in spite of the different names by which an entity is known by, or the different forms in which the public may enter a name, such as for:

- Lee Kuan Yew and his Chinese name 李光耀
- Lim Bo Seng⁵ and his alias of Tan Choon Lim
- Telok Ayer Market⁶ and its colloquial name of Lau Pa Sat
- SPRING Singapore⁷ and its former name of Productivity and Standards Board and related name of Enterprise Singapore

---

⁵ Major-General Lim Bo Seng (b. 27 April 1909, Nan Ann, Fujian, China - d. 29 June 1944, Perak, Malaya) was a prominent Hokkien businessman who undertook active leadership in anti-Japanese activities during World War II and is recognised as a local war hero in Singapore.

⁶ The former Telok Ayer Market (now known as Lau Pa Sat, meaning “old market”) at Raffles Quay was completed in 1894. It was gazetted as a national monument on 28 June 1973 and converted into a food and entertainment complex in 1989.

⁷ SPRING Singapore, a statutory board under the Ministry of Trade and Industry, aims to raise productivity to enhance Singapore's competitiveness and economic growth. SPRING stands for Standards, Productivity and Innovation for Growth. It was renamed SPRING Singapore in April 2002 from the former Productivity and Standards Board (PSB). It was renamed as Enterprise Singapore after its merger with International Enterprise Singapore in April 2018.
As mentioned in section 2 of this article, NLB has transformed KOS data into Linked Data. To do this, we created an ontology called the NLB data model (NLBDM), based on the Library of Congress’ BIBFRAME model. KOS authority data and bibliographic data including those from NAS and NHB were transformed into RDF using NLBDM. A service was conceptualised that allowed multi-dimensional entry points for the exploration of entities and contextual browsing of linked resources. Patrons can access Linked Data regardless of source from a single interface. Figure 13 demonstrates how clicking on the images in NLB’s Linked Data Entity Page (eresources.nlb.gov.sg/linkeddata) will bring patrons to the photograph on Archives Online\(^8\) or NLB’s PictureSG\(^9\) website, while links under “Works By” would bring patrons to related books in the OPAC and articles or digitised materials from the digital collection.

---


As an access point to the Entity Page in Figure 13, a widget was created (see Figure 14). The widget allows patrons to perform contextualised searches based on entities found on content websites where the widget is embedded.

Using named-entity recognition where KOS data was used as a data dictionary, entities extracted from four classes (Events, People, Places, Organisations) were linked to information from NLB’s triple store. As a source of input, any new named entities extracted were disambiguated into the four classes and added into KOS.

KOS data in its RDF form are made available on NLB Labs (http://www.nlb.gov.sg/labs/mash-create-collaborate/), its platform for collaboration with industry players and individuals interested in creating services and applications using NLB’s open data (see Figure 15).

10. CONCLUSION

KOS name authority records have hitherto been used with confidence to support NLB’s indexing, applications and services and its value as a knowledge base is thought to be of use to others outside of NLB. We are sharing its use with Singapore government agencies, while simultaneously making the data available on international registries and as open data for developers. In response to the United Nations 2030 agenda of providing trusted and authentic content for all, we envisage that KOS name authorities can be made accessible to other libraries and repositories with Singapore or Southeast Asian-related content resources. To this end, plans are underway to provide entity URIs on our whole of government sharing platform and a Linked Data URI browser that will enable KOS data to be shared and RDF queries to be made on the world wide web.
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